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∗ CONICET

Abstract—A Space Internet is possible, as long as the delay
and disruption challenges imposed by the space environment are
properly tackled. Because these conditions are not well addressed
by terrestrial Internet, more capable Delay-Tolerant Networking
(DTN) protocols and algorithms are being developed. In particular, the principles and techniques for routing among ground
elements and spacecraft in near-Earth orbit and deep-space are
enacted in the Contact Graph Routing (CGR) framework. CGR
blends a set of non-trivial algorithm adaptations, space operations
concepts, time-dynamic scheduling, and specific graph models.
The complexity of that framework suggests a need for a focused
discussion to facilitate its direct and correct apprehension. To this
end, we present an in-depth tutorial that collects and organizes
first-hand experience on researching, developing, implementing,
and standardizing CGR. Content is laid out in a structure
that considers the planning, route search and management, and
forwarding phases bridging ground and space domains. We rely
on intuitive graphical examples, supporting code material, and
references to flight-grade CGR implementations details where
pertinent. We hope this tutorial will serve as a valuable resource
for engineers and that researchers can also apply the insights
presented here to topics in DTN research.
Index Terms—Contact Graph Routing; Schedule Aware Bundle Routing; Delay-Tolerant Networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The autonomous transmission of information through Internet has changed life on Earth, and bringing these connectivity
advantages into space is essential in the context of a thriving
new space era [1]. During the first decade of the 21st century,
the space community put forward enabling technologies such
as formation flying [2] and efficient inter-satellite communications [3]. Most of these efforts were supported by government agencies, enabling significant reductions in components’
weight, size, price, and acquisition lead time [4]. Since then,
many private investors and companies have begun leveraging
these advances by deploying networked constellations of small
and nano-satellites [5]. While around 2,000 active satellites are
currently in orbit, recent studies show that more than 50,000
are on the launch schedule for the next 10 years [6].
This revolution is also affecting missions beyond Earthorbit. Nano-satellites based on Commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) components have been tested in interplanetary distances [7] and have proven valuable in missions to Mars [8],
and others are scheduled for launch to the Moon [9]. Indeed,
the new space trend is lowering the cost of access to deep-

Table I
L IST OF ACRONYMS
BDT
BFS
CBHE
CCSDS
CG
CGR
CLA
CLEO
COTS
CP
CRP
CSP
DINET
DSN
DTLSR
DTN
ESA
ETO
EVC
EVL
FBTX
GEO
GSL
IETF
Inter-RR
Intra-RR
ION
IP
IRTF
ISL
JAXA
LBRX
LBTX
LEO
LTP
MAV
MCS
MDP
MEO
OBC
OCGR
OWLT
PAT
POSIX
SABR
TCP
TTL
UDP
UK-DMC
µPCN
USLP
UTCG

Best-case Delivery Time
Breadth First Search
Compressed Bundle Header Encoding
Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
Contact Graph
Contact Graph Routing
Convergence Layer Adapter
Cisco Router in LEO
Commercial off-the Shelf
Contact Plan
Contact Review Procedure
Contact Selection Procedure
Deep Impact Network
Deep Space Network
Delay-Tolerant Link-State Routing
Delay Tolerant Network
European Space Agency
Earliest Transmission Opportunity
Estimated Volume Consumption
Effective Volume Limit
First Byte Transmission time
Geostationary Earth-Orbit
Ground-to-Space Links
Internet Engineering Task Force
Inter Region Routing
Intra Region Routing
Interplanetary Overlay Network
Internet Protocol
Internet Research Task Force
Inter-Satellite Links
Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
Last Byte Reception time
Last Byte Transmission time
Low-Earth Orbit
Licklider Transmission Protocol
Maximum Available Volume
Modulation and Coding Scheme
Markov Decision Process
Medium-Earth Orbit
On-Board Computer
Opportunistic CGR
One-Way Light Time
Projected Arrival Time
Portable Operating System Interface
Schedule Aware Bundle Routing
Transfer Control Protocol
Time to Live
User Datagram Protocol
United Kindom Disaster Monitoring Constellation
Micro-Planetary Communication Network
Unified Space Data Link Protocol
Gregorian Coordinated Universal Time
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space, thus fostering the progress of larger scale missions such
as the Lunar gateway, from which several networked assets
will need to be managed [10].
The realization of a Space Internet that bridges ground,
near-Earth and deep-space assets is imminent in this context,
offering the operational advantages of extended connectivity times, enhanced reliability via multiple communication
paths, and in-orbit resource and service sharing. However,
fundamental environmental challenges need to be considered.
In space flight, the orbital dynamics, the varying and very
long-range communication distances, the effect of planet rotation, and on-board power restrictions result in prolonged
episodes of disconnection. Furthermore, the propagation delay
of signals in deep-space and interplanetary environments is
generally in the order of minutes, hours or even days. The
resulting delay and disruption conditions prevent the optimal
operation of traditional Internet protocols, which are largely
based on an effectively instantaneous flow of information
between sending and receiver nodes. Instead, Delay Tolerant
Networking (DTN), which assumes no instantaneous feedback
but potentially lengthy storage of data in intermediate nodes,
has been proposed to overcome these issues [11].
One of the most critical aspects of DTN architecture is the
routing of data [12]. In DTN it is not possible to use traditional
routing schemes based on stable connections. In particular, it is
not enough to simply determine the next hop (next neighbor
to send the traffic to) from an analysis of current network
topology; it is necessary to decide when to send data depending
on when it is expected to arrive via delayed and disrupted
links. The consideration of the time dimension is an aspect
that challenges any underlying routing algorithm. Fortunately,
in space networks it is possible to know the future connectivity
of the assets [13], which may be expressed in a contact
plan defining the expected resources that the space network
will have for transporting data. These conditions inspired the
creation of new graph models, time-evolving abstractions, and
algorithm adaptations of the Contact Graph Routing (CGR)
framework. CGR is unique in the sense that it is the sole
approach (of which the authors are aware) that integrates the
set of techniques capable of coping with these challenges from
a practical perspective. CGR is the most mature autonomous
routing fabric for the forthcoming Space Internet. But CGR is
complex. Its dynamics deserve particular attention and care.
This document provides an in-depth tutorial overview of
CGR principles and processes. This work differs from [14]
inasmuch as we survey the modeling and algorithmic aspects
of CGR, rather than only the experimental and high-level
technological achievements. Moreover, the presented content
originates from authors’ first-hand experience with CGR in (i)
its implementation in flight-grade protocol stacks [15], [16],
(ii) its standardization efforts for Internet and space operations [17]–[19], and (iii) extensive simulation and emulation
research [20]. However, much of the published research on
CGR assumes the reader is already knowledgeable on the
subject, while standardization recommendations only provide
high-level procedure descriptions and implementations are
hard to interpret. These facts motivate this tutorial, which
comprises consolidated support material for those interested

in learning the specifics of CGR, whether for a correct implementation or research purposes. To aid in understanding the
time dynamics, we rely on extensive graphical examples and
provide an easy-to-follow Python-based CGR library (pyCGR)
that realizes the algorithms presented here1 . To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, this constitutes the most detailed
instructive material available to date regarding CGR.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II a space
networks overview is provided, establishing the basic concepts,
terminology and framework. A detailed formalization of the
abstractions and space network models assumed by CGR is
provided in Section III. Section IV describes the routine at the
core of CGR: the route search algorithm based on Dijkstra’s
shortest path algorithm. The route management procedure is
based on Yen’s algorithm and is discussed in Section V.
Section VI analyzes the forwarding phase, where the best route
is selected for posterior data enqueuing. The current trends
outlook for CGR is discussed in Section VII. Finally, closing
remarks and future research challenges are summarized in
Section VIII.
II. S PACE N ETWORKS OVERVIEW
Space networking is one of the principal applications of
Delay-Tolerant Networking (DTN). The term “DTN” was
introduced by a team of researchers led by Vint Cerf in
2003 to designate time-evolving networks lacking continuous
and instantaneous end-to-end connectivity [11]. Since then,
DTNs have drawn much attention from many researchers
due to their applicability in a variety of domains including
airborne networks [21], vehicular ad-hoc networks [22], mobile social networks [23], Internet of things [24], underwater
networks [25], deep space [11], and near-Earth communication
networks [26]. The same concepts and mechanisms devised
to deal with the delays and disruptions of interplanetary
communications can readily be applied to other communication domains characterized by long signal propagation time,
frequent node occlusion, high node mobility, and/or reduced
communication range and resources.
The time-evolving and partitioned nature of DTNs favors
the representation of connectivity by means of contacts, a
contact being an episode of time during which a node is able
to transfer data to another node. The literature [27] classifies
contacts as: (i) opportunistic: no assumptions can be made
on future contacts, (ii) probabilistic: contact patterns can be
inferred from history (e.g., social networks), and (iii) scheduled: contacts can be accurately predicted and documented in
a contact plan. Space networks are characterized by scheduled
contacts. In turn, we can distinguish between two classes of
space networks:
• Deep-space: Networks of assets in an interplanetary [11]
domain and beyond where links are disrupted by planet
1 The parameters listed in Tables II, III, IV, as well as algorithms 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5 echo the naming and structure of the pyCGR library. Bundle, contact
and route concepts conform to the SABR specification [17], unless noted
otherwise. Because of the time dynamics of CGR, we strongly suggest the
use of pyCGR along with this document in order to experiment and observe
the debug traces and results. Example contact plans used in this paper and
others are available in the pyCGR repository: https://bitbucket.org/juanfraire/
pycgr.git.
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•

occlusion and delayed because of signal propagation at
light speed (which might render delays on the order of
minutes, hours or days at planetary distances [28]).
Near-Earth: Networks of satellites in low, medium or
geostationary Earth orbits where communications are disrupted due to orbital dynamics, highly directive antenna
orientation, or platform constraints (i.e., power limits).
Signal propagation delay is not a predominant constraint
in near-Earth scenarios [29]–[31].
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A. Protocols and Procedures
High-latency links and network disruptions are addressed by
the principles of store-carry-and-forward and minimal end-toend messaging exchange for control or feedback. As detailed
in the DTN architecture [27], these principles are addressed in
a protocol at the bundle layer that sits above various stacks of
protocols (at what is termed the convergence layer) suitable for
transmission within the various communication environments
that data must traverse on the end-to-end path from source to
destination (e.g., deep-space protocols [32], proximity intersatellite links [33], satellite-to-ground links [34], or TCP/IP
on Internet). A key feature of the bundle layer protocol is the
availability of persistent storage resources that enable DTN
nodes to retain data locally while waiting for transmission
opportunities to become available, whether that takes seconds,
minutes, or days. This is in contrast to traditional Internet
switch and router buffering where data are expected to leave
the device immediately, on the order of milliseconds after
arrival.
The Bundle Protocol, as specified by the Internet Research
Task Force (IRTF) [35] and the Consultative Committee for
Space Data Systems (CCSDS) [36], implements these mechanisms. Besides the encoding and block format of bundles
(Bundle Protocol data units), the protocol addresses five
unique features that shall be considered when routing data
in space DTNs. The bundle data elements supporting these
features are listed in Table II and are referenced throughout
this paper.
(1) Convergence layer adapters: A CLA is the component
that sends and receives bundles on behalf of the Bundle
Protocol agent utilizing the services of protocol stacks that
are well-suited to the local communication environment. When
applicable, CLA responsibilities include session establishment,
encoding adaptations, transfer of bundles using smaller maximum transmission unit (MTU) sizes, and others depending
on the native protocol. CLAs for TCP, UDP, Licklider Transmission Protocol (LTP), Bluetooth, and raw Ethernet enable
the integration with existing Internet and space networking
infrastructures [14]. To account for CLA overhead, the estimated volume consumption (B.EV C) of a bundle B is defined
in [17] as the bundle size plus a 3% margin or 100 Bytes,
whichever the less.
(2) Custody transfers: In order to cope with unreliable
lower layer protocols and congestion situations (storage depletion), an intermediate node can take custody of a bundle, i.e.,
assume responsibility for forwarding it. A custody acceptance
signal from a remote node relieves the current custodian of

Table II
B UNDLE DATA E LEMENTS ( RELEVANT TO ROUTING )
Bundle primary block parameters
B.src & B.dst
Source and destination nodes for the bundle
B.size
Bundle size, including both header and payload
B.p or priority
Priority class of the bundle (1... p)
B.critical
Bundle critical flag
B.custody
Custody transfer requested flag
B.f ragment
Fragmentation authorized flag
B.deadline
Expiration time of the bundle
Computed parameters
B.EV C
Estimated volume consumption (size ∗ 1.03) [17]
B.sender
Previous sender of the bundle, informed by CLA

the bundle from further responsibility for forwarding it. The
custodian thus can release storage resources and use them to
receive further data.
(3) Fragmentation: Since a bundle carries all necessary
data for a successful and complete information transfer to the
destination, its byte-length can be arbitrarily long. While the
largest UDP/IP protocol data unit is 64KB, there is virtually
no size limit for a bundle, which can carry MBs or GBs
of payload data. In this context, fragmentation can ensure a
correct fit to time-bounded contacts. Fragmentation can be
proactive (if it occurs prior to bundle transmission) and/or
reactive (if the need for fragmentation is identified during
bundle transmission).
(4) Priorities: The Bundle Protocol specification reserves
class of service flags in the bundle’s primary block (the first element of the bundle’s ”header”) that can be mapped to unicast
traffic priority levels, (1...P ), where P = 3 is recommended
in [17]. Also, an extended class of service mechanism has
been proposed that, separately, enables a bundle to be marked
as critical, indicating that copies of the data shall be forwarded
through as many interfaces as possible to maximize the chance
it will reach its destination.
(5) Deadlines: In order to prevent data from persisting
for long periods of time and thus congesting nodes’ storage
resources, each bundle is configured with a deadline or expiration time. The deadline of a bundle is computed as its
creation time plus its lifetime (also called ”Time To Live”
(TTL), but note that TTL in DTN is a time limit rather than
a hop limit as in the Internet architecture). In particular, when
the expiration time of a bundle is reached, the Bundle Protocol
agent is authorized to remove that bundle from the network.
The responsibility for setting a suitable deadline rests on the
application originating the data.
Fig. 1 illustrates an interplanetary network example using
Bundle Protocol as overlay for different protocol families via
CLAs. DTN node 1, a mission control center located on
Earth, sends data to a rover on Mars (DTN node 4). Since
there is no direct communication between the source and
destination nodes, data needs to go through the ground station
(DTN node 2) to an intermediate DTN node 3 relay satellite
orbiting the Moon. However, the visibility between nodes 3
and 4 does not allow establishing the link yet (e.g., rover is
on the opposite side of Mars). Thus, DTN node 3’s routing
routine autonomously decides to retain in-transit data in its
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Figure 1. Store, carry and forward example in a space DTN. A node on Earth transmits data to a satellite orbiting the Moon, which stores the data until
a long-range contact with Mars becomes available. Because of a) delays and b) disruptions, reliance on immediate feedback messages must be reduced or
eliminated from DTNs. Since a light-second is defined as the distance that electromagnetic radiation travels through free space in one second, it is a unit of
distance that corresponds trivially to a unit of time.

local storage until the contact with DTN node 4 becomes
available, after the planet rotates. In such a case, DTN node 3
can become a custodian of the stored data in order to commit
towards its successful delivery, authorizing the bundle removal
from DTN node 2 storage. Also, if visibility episodes are insufficient for the transmission of a given bundle using a particular
convergence layer protocol, the bundle can be fragmented at
DTN node 3, node-2, or node 1. Urgent commands to the rover
can use higher priority classes, important telemetry alarms can
be reported to mission control via critical flagged bundles, and
TTL can be set to the period during which the observations
obtained from the rover instruments are relevant.
B. Implementations and Experiments
Several Bundle Protocol software stacks have been developed [37]. Interplanetary Overlay Network (ION) [15] and
Micro-Planetary Communication Network (µPCN) [16] are
two BP implementations that are specifically targeted for
the space environment. While µPCN is lightweight software
intended to operate in resource-constrained processors and
micro-controllers, ION is a full-featured protocol stack including state-of-the-art CGR routing for space DTNs. Both rely
on POSIX interfaces, can run on several embedded operating
systems, and are available as open-source software [38], [39].
DTN protocols were successfully validated early in 2008
as part of the near-Earth spacecraft operations of the United
Kingdom Disaster Monitoring Constellation (UK-DMC) [40].
These satellites’ use of IP was enabled by earlier experiments
with an on-board Cisco router in low Earth orbit (CLEO).
Later, the Japanese space agency (JAXA) tested DTN and
CGR in geostationary satellites [41] in 2012. Since 2018, ION
has been in continuous operational use on the International
Space Station (ISS) to automate the delivery of science payload data to investigators on Earth [42]. Most recently, µPCN
was launched as part of ESA’s LEO flying laboratory, OPSSAT.
In the interplanetary domain, in 2008 NASA’s DINET (Deep
Impact Network) experiment successfully demonstrated the
applicability of the ION stack and CGR over long-range deepspace links for 27 days (at distances between 40 and 80

light seconds) [43]. This remarkable experiment confirmed that
DTN principles and CGR routing can pave the way toward
autonomous networks in the interplanetary domain.
Due to its success, ION is now being integrated into NASA’s
Deep Space Network (DSN) protocol set; ION incorporates
CGR at the core of the routing framework. Further DTN and
CGR experiments are planned for the Lunar IceCube mission,
targeted to launch in 2021 [9].
However, the study of routing in space networks requires
validation over larger scale systems. Although DTN simulators
and test-beds exist [44]–[46], most have been focused on
opportunistic and probabilistic contacts. For scheduled DTNs,
virtualization of the ION protocol stack enabled the emulation
of large space network topologies [47]–[49], but those emulations are required to run in real-time. When CGR operation
in a large system needs to be analyzed over a long period of
time (i.e., days or weeks), accelerated simulation is preferred.
For this purpose, DtnSim [20] includes a direct interface to the
ION routing library that is adapted to run in simulation time.
The CGR variants studied in this paper are also implemented
in DtnSim, expressed in C++ language. The pyCGR library
accompanying this tutorial is written in Python.
C. Routing Framework
Routing in scheduled space networks can be divided into
three clearly differentiated but interrelated stages illustrated in
Fig. 2: a) planning, b) routing and c) forwarding.
a) Planning: In the planning stage, a centralized entity
(e.g., mission control) computes contact plans based on the
estimation of future episodes of communications. This task
involves orbital propagators that predict the physical disposition and orientation of nodes as well as missions’ communication system models and configurations (antenna, modulation, transmission power, etc.). The resulting contact plan
comprises the envelope within which network connectivity can
occur. That plan can then be post-processed to accommodate
operational plans (anticipated episodes of disconnection due
to power management, body-fixed instrument pointing, etc.)
and to enhance fairness [50], adapt to mandated routing [51],
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Figure 2. CGR routing framework in scheduled space DTNs. a) Orbital propagators and communication models allow the computation of a contact plan,
which may be kept at a central control center or distributed to DTN nodes (option A). b) Routing uses CGR to compute a route table from the contact plan,
which may be distributed to DTN nodes if computed in a central control center (option B). c) DTN nodes consult the route table to decide upon the proper
outbound queue for forwarding outbound data.

accommodate known traffic flows [52], [53], mitigate congestion [54], reduce energy consumption [55], [56] or fit specific
missions [57]. Contact plan design [58] is a distinct research
area, out of scope of this tutorial. In the remaining of this
paper, and from the routing perspective, the contact plan is
assumed to represent simply the data transmission possibilities
between network nodes.
At this point, the contact plan can be either distributed to
the space DTN nodes (option A in Fig. 2) for a distributed
routing computation, or kept at mission control for subsequent
centralized routing calculation.
b) Routing: The contact plan serves as input for the routing
routine with CGR sitting at its core. Algorithmic approaches
for CGR, analyzed in detailed in Section IV, are leveraged to
compute the paths to destinations in the network. The resulting
routes not only identify which next hop node to forward the
bundle to but also indicate the best delivery time (BDT ), the
route volume limit (volume), and the interval on which this
route is valid for transmission (tx win). Among others, these
metrics are computed by CGR and stored in route tables. In
the case that routes are computed in a centralized node, the
resulting tables must be distributed to DTN nodes in timely
fashion (option B in Fig. 2). The proper management of CGR
route tables is discussed in Section V.
c) Forwarding: Finally, the forwarding process is responsible for selecting the best route, out of many on the route table.
This selection considers local conditions that are only available
at that forwarding moment such as local time, the size and
priority of the data to be forwarded (B.EV C, B.priority),
and current queue backlog conditions. The best route is thus
expected to provide adequate resources for successful delivery
of the bundle. Based on the selected route, the bundle is placed
in the outbound queue to the node that is identified as the
next hop on the route. Once in the queue, the bundle might
be transmitted immediately or kept in storage until the next
contact occurs. The specifics of the CGR forwarding procedure
are examined in Section VI.
D. Contact Graph Routing
Routing on space networks requires precise determination
of when and to which neighbor a given bundle should be

forwarded. Because connectivity episodes and their respective
propagation delays can be predicted and made available in
advance, routing in space networks can be accurate and
efficient although a complicated and challenging problem. The
determinism and availability of information in space networks
is in contrast with opportunistic and probabilistic DTNs, where
routing is less certain but can be based on simpler flooding
or probability inference methods [59]–[64]. Instead, the space
network connectivity information encoded in the contact plan
has to be efficiently processed to determine accurate candidate
paths. Theoretical models (e.g., linear programming models)
can ensure optimal results at the expense of processing [65], a
fact that limits any practical value, especially when considering resource-constrained on-board computers. A further limit
on linear programming models is the requirement for accurate
information about the state of remote nodes, which is typically
unavailable in a delay-tolerant network.
As a result, CGR has received increasing attention in recent
years. CGR has been able to demonstrate sufficient accuracy
and efficiency to become the de facto routing framework for
space DTNs.
CGR was first mentioned as an interplanetary routing approach by S. Burleigh in 2008 [66]. IETF drafts were also
proposed for CGR in 2009 [18] and 2010 [19]. By then, CGR
was being periodically released with ION [15]. The first improvements came in 2011 with the proposal of source routing
extensions by Dr. Edward Birrane in [67], [68], documented in
an IETF draft [69]. In that same year, the adaptation of Dijkstra
in CGR was introduced by Segui et al. in [70]. By profiting
from a monotonically increasing time-related cost function,
this contribution provided CGR with a solid algorithmic framework motivating Section IV of this document. In 2012, Dr.
Birrane presented an extended vision of CGR including prevention of routing loops and multiple destination analysis [71].
At the same time, Dr. Carlo Caini et al. argued in favor of
implementing CGR as a routing solution for near-Earth LowEarth Orbit (LEO) satellite networks [29]–[31]. Similar studies
followed afterwards [72]–[74], especially in the context of
“ring-road” networking, an inexpensive data mule approach for
relaying data to and from isolated networks [26], [75]–[77]. In
2014, Bezirgiannidis et al. made the first steps in modeling the
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impact of traffic in bundle delivery time estimation together
with overbooking management techniques [78], [79]. These
methods are reviewed in detail in Section VI. At about the
same time, Fraire et al. explored congestion mitigation by
proper volume annotations in CGR routes combined with
source routing updates [80], [81]. Araniti et al. summarized the
advances and experimental experiences with CGR up to 2015
in [14], the most cited CGR article at the time of this writing.
In 2016, Burleigh et al. proposed an opportunistic enhancement to CGR so that unplanned contacts could be correctly
reacted upon and included in the routing decisions [82]. Dr.
Ruhai Wang et al. then presented the first investigations into
CGR scalability [83], which motivated later contributions by
Madoery et al. via efficient forwarding [84] and region-based
approaches [85], [86]. Initial CGR reliability studies followed
in 2017. Dr. Juan Fraire et al. showed how CGR behaved under
uncertain contact plans [87], [88], for which reliable CGR
variations based on state-of-the-art computer science models
were introduced [89]–[91]. As discussed in Section VII, scalability as well as uncertain and opportunistic CGR extensions
are among the most active and promising research lines in
CGR. In 2018, route table management strategies were also
analyzed by Fraire et al. in [92]. It was from this contribution
that Yen’s algorithm became the default routing management
approach for CGR in ION as described in Section V. In
2019, a spanning-tree formulation was proposed as a CGR
alternative to compute routes to several destinations [93], and
a partial queue information sharing was introduced in [94]. In
that same year, the Schedule Aware Bundle Routing (SABR)
recommended standard (blue book) was released by CCSDS
recommending CGR as the routing procedure for the Solar
System Internet [17]. As the development of this extensive
ecosystem demonstrates, CGR has become something more
than a simple algorithm. CGR is a comprehensive process for
tackling the operation and management of a scheduled space
DTN. As such, it is quite unique when compared with other
routing approaches,
E. Comparison with Other Routing Algorithms
CGR operates on networks where local nodes can consult
asserted knowledge of scheduled connectivity intervals as
noted in a contact plan. CGR is the sole routing algorithm,
to the best of the authors’ knowledge, that aligns with the
planning, routing and forwarding procedures of scheduled
space flight communications. For this reason, virtually all
deployments of DTN for space flight missions have adopted
CGR. As discussed below, CGR is qualitatively superior to
other DTN routing approaches that could be utilized in space
communication environments.
On the one hand, flooding approaches such as epidemic [62]
and spray-and-wait [95], [96] assume abundant link capacity
and energy, enabling each node of the network to forward
multiple copies of each bundle to multiple available neighbors.
Although these approaches are popular because they effectively address the unscheduled connectivity of opportunistic
terrestrial DTN communications, they are not applicable to
space networks due to the limited bandwidth of space links

and the severe constraints on satellites’ power subsystems. On
the other hand, probabilistic solutions such as MaxProp [60]
and Prophet [64] attempt to infer the connectivity patterns
of the network by means of metadata exchanges between the
nodes at the beginning of each contact. These exchanges are
infeasible over high-latency space links where round trip times
can be on the order of seconds or minutes. While assuming
Internet-like capacity and latency, flooding approaches and
probabilistic routing are unable to take advantage of the timevarying topological information provided in a flight mission’s
contact plan as CGR does. Contact plan awareness enables
CGR to compute well-informed accurate forwarding decisions
that avoid dead-ends and unwanted congestion [89]
In contrast, topological information is central to the design
of delay-tolerant link-state routing (DTLSR) [97]. However,
in DTLSR that information is acquired automatically in the
course of network operation rather than asserted during mission planning. Link state announcements are flooded throughout the network as it evolves over time. Each node uses
these announcements to maintain a graph representing its
current view of the topology of the network, and a shortest
path computation is employed to find routes for messages.
However, the effectiveness of DTLSR depends on the accuracy
of that graph. The lengthy signal propagation delays of deep
space communication increase the likelihood that the link state
information on which routing decisions are based is out of date
at the time the decisions are made.
The following sections cover these unique aspects at the
core of CGR in detail.
III. S PACE N ETWORKS M ODEL
This section details the model and abstractions on which
CGR is based: contacts, contact plan, contact graph, routes,
and volume considerations.
A. Contact
t1 ,t2
A contact CA,B
, R is defined as a time interval (t1 ; t2 )
during which it is expected that data will be transmitted by
DTN node A (the contact’s sending node) at rate R such that
data will be received by node B (the contact’s receiving node).
The time values can be expressed either in absolute units
(e.g., Gregorian Coordinated Universal Time, UTCG) or in
relative time with respect to a reference epoch. In Fig. 3 a),
a table lists each contact identified by a number (#1...16).
0,60
0,60
0,60
Contacts CA,B
, CB,C
and CA,C
represent permanent links
(e.g., between mission control and ground stations connected
0,30
10,20
through Internet). Contacts CC,D
and CA,E
stand for episodic
0,10
30,40
50,60
Ground to Space Links (GSLs) while CD,E
, CD,E
and CD,E
identify episodic Inter-Satellite Links (ISLs).
Each contact is characterized by a start time, an end time, a
data rate, and the identifiers of the sender (snd) and receiver
(rcv) nodes. Nodes must be uniquely identified, nominally
by unique node numbers as discussed in the specification
for Compressed Bundle Header Encoding (CBHE) [98]. A
contact’s data rate is the mean rate at which data is expected
to be transmitted by the sending node throughout the indicated
time period. In other words, the data rate for a contact can
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Figure 4. The propagation delay over long-range bidirectional communications requires two different contacts shifted in time for a proper modeling. In
interplanetary occlusions, transmission shall start from A before the target
node emerges in the horizon (5 seconds in the example). Once over the
horizon, node B can start transmitting. The inverse effect is observed when
the remote satellite hides on the planet horizon.

60 s

d)
Figure 3. An example space network represented by a) Contact plan table,
b) static graph of the topology, c) time line view, and d) time-evolving graph.
Example routes from A to E are highlighted and ordered by best delivery
time (BDT ) (others are possible, see Section V)

be computed by dividing the total volume of data that can be
transferred during the contact by the duration of the contact.
Furthermore, the approximate distance (also known as OneWay Light Time (owlt), measured in light-seconds) between
nodes A and B during a contact must be known in order
for routes to be computed. It is theoretically possible for this
“range” value to change between the start and end of a contact,
but for simplicity we will here assume that each contact is
associated with a single range value [17].
Since unidirectional transmission is not uncommon in space
communications, contacts are by definition unidirectional;
bidirectional communication is represented in a contact plan
by a pair of unidirectional contacts. Moreover, because of
owlt, the start time of a contact in one direction is typically
not the same in the reverse channel of a bidirectional link.
In particular, if the time interval (t1 , t2 ) is the transmission
time for node A, then the reception time interval for B is
(t1 + owlt, t2 + owlt). This asymmetry has some non-intuitive
consequences as illustrated in Fig. 4. A transmission to a
spacecraft which is out of line of sight must start before it rises
in the horizon of e.g., a remote planet. After a period equal
to the owlt between sender and receiver, both forward and
return contacts can exist simultaneously, but not before. The

same effect, but opposite, is seen when the satellite hides in the
horizon at the end of the contact. Finally, space communication
contacts also typically exhibit different forward and return
data rates. For these reasons we use unidirectional contacts
to properly model space networking connectivity.
Contact volume is a function of data transmission rate
and contact duration. If the rate is constant, the product
(end − start) ∗ rate is enough to model the connectivity
throughout the contact. Variable bit rates can otherwise be
approximated via averaging as illustrated in Fig. 5 a). Also,
adaptive modulation and coding schemes can be modeled via
multiple consecutive contacts with different rates as depicted
in Fig. 5 b). It is important to note at this point that a contact
is specifically not an episode of activity on a link between two
nodes. Episodes of activity on different links (e.g., different
radio transponders operating on the same spacecraft) may
well overlap, but contacts by definition cannot. Therefore,
all concurrent links must be considered together in a single
contact as shown in Fig. 5 c). The correct balancing of data
over different link technologies is a convergence layer adapter
matter and should be tackled on that level; it is beyond the
scope of this tutorial.
So far, the parameters of route computation have been
fixed, meaning that they do not change after the contact
has been predicted in the planning phase. A contact can,
however, include variables to store valuable information for
the CGR routing and forwarding processes discussed in the
following sections. In particular, maximum available transmission volume (M AV (p)) variables are used to keep track
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Figure 5. Data volume considerations: a) The data rate parameter in a contact
can be obtained by averaging the data rate over the period. b) Specific contacts
for each modulation and coding scheme (MCS) class can be considered. c)
Data rate over overlapping links with the same source-destination pair must
be modeled by a single contact.

of the remaining available volume of a contact as bundles
are assigned to be forwarded through it2 . Because different
priorities p exist, different M AV (p) values express the volume
availability for each of them. Indeed, while a contact can be
fully booked for a lower priority plow (i.e., M AV (plow ) = 0),
a higher priority bundle could still be allocated to C provided
that M AV (phigh ) > B.EV C. Other variables are managed
in the algorithm’s working areas. There is a working area
for route search, route management and forwarding that will
be further described and used in Section IV, V and VI
respectively. All the contact parameters used in this tutorial
are summarized in Table III.
B. Contact Plan
Arranging all the anticipated contacts into a contact plan
allows the operator to capture the time-evolving nature of a
space network. A contact plan can naturally be expressed in a
table such as the one in Fig. 3 a), but different representation
and models can be considered for routing computation. On
the one hand, a traditional static graph representation is
shown in Fig. 3 b). Although this familiar representation
provides a direct match with the physical disposition of nodes
(i.e., ground stations, satellites etc. are the actual nodes in
the graph), it hinders an intuitive understanding of the time
dynamics (the presence of edges between nodes depends on
the time). Indeed, trying to integrate time effects into such
a model (i.e., by aggregation or other simplifications) can
result in non-trivial model inaccuracies as reported in [99].
A time-line view, as illustrated in Fig. 3 c), is useful as an
intuitive visualization of the contact plan, but it cannot be
used for graph-based algorithm calculations. Time-evolving
2 C.M AV (p) corresponds with the Maximum Transmission Volume
(MTV) terminology in SABR [17]. We have chosen a different naming to
avoid confusion with C.volume, which is the maximum volume the contact
can carry.

Fixed parameters
C.snd, C.rcv
Sending and receiving nodes
C.start, C.end
Start and end transmission time
C.rate
Data transmission rate
C.owlt
Distance (range) expressed in light-seconds
C.volume
Contact volume ((end − start) ∗ rate)
Variable parameters
C.M AV (p)
Maximum available volume for priority p
Route search working area:
C.arr time
Data arrival time at the destination (dst)
C.visited
Contact was visited in a previous loop
C.visited n[ ]
List of previously visited nodes
C.pred
Pointer to the predecessor contact in route
Route management working area:
C.suppr
Contact suppressed by management
C.suppr nh[ ]
List of suppressed Next hop contacts
Forwarding working area:
C.f btx
First Byte transmission time for a route
C.lbtx
Last Byte transmission time for a route
C.lbrx
Last Byte arrival time for a route
C.EV L
Contact’s effective volume limit

graphs, as shown in Fig. 3 d) are an appealing representation
and modeling technique for space networks [100], [101],
where time dynamics are captured in discrete states. For
each state snapshot, a static graph is used to represent the
(stable) connectivity of the network during that period of
time. Naturally, a connectivity change (i.e., the initiation or
termination of any contact) requires of a new state. The main
drawback of time-evolving graphs is that they scale poorly,
not only with larger numbers of nodes and contacts but also
especially with time, hindering the efficient modeling of space
networks with long time horizons. Furthermore, the modeling
of delay effects requires yet more states. For example, the
two contacts in Fig. 4 would require 4 states: (1, 6), (6, 11),
(11, t) and (t, t + 5), each with a connectivity graph of the
whole network [65].
C. Contact graph
Contact graphs, illustrated in Fig. 6, overcome the drawbacks of other models. A contact graph for destination node
D at source node S is a conceptual directed acyclic graph
CGD
S = (V, E) where vertices V correspond to contacts
t1 ,t2
CA,B
in the contact plan. Edges E in a contact graph can
be seen as episodes of data retention at a node i, between
the end of the earlier contact and the start of the subsequent
contact. Fig. 6 illustrates the CGE
A based on the contact plan
example of Fig. 3. The structure of the contact graph may
seem somewhat counter-intuitive as it bears almost no relation
to the topology of the network as illustrated in Fig. 3 b).
The vertices of the graph are not the satellites or ground
stations at which data reside, but rather the episodes of contact
during which data can be transferred; the edges of the graph
are not paths enabling data transfer but rather the periods
of time during which data must be stored while awaiting
successor contacts. In compensation, though, this static graph
representation facilitates the execution of network algorithms
over time-evolving networks on simple graph structures.
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A contact graph is formed by one vertex for each contact
in the contact plan that signifies transmission either directly
or indirectly (i.e., through other contacts) from A to node E.
Edges are then added between contacts where destination and
source nodes correspond (i.e., the receiving node of a contact
matches the source node of the next contact in the path). In
0,60
the example of Fig. 6, the receiving node of contact 1 (CA,B
)
0,60
is the same as the transmission node of contact 3 (CB,C
).
An edge between them represents a temporal storage in the
connecting node B which is 0 when contacts are overlapped
in time since an immediate transmission is possible; otherwise
it can take any value. Besides storage time modeling, propagation delay or owlt can be conveniently considered within
each vertex on the graph. In other words, time can pass on
edges (storage) but also on vertices (propagation). Finally,
notional contacts from node A to itself and from node E to
itself (a.k.a. root and terminal contacts) are included as part
of the contact graph, enabling consistent notation throughout.
As stated in [17], the root and terminal vertex may be thought
of as corresponding to delivery from the application to the
source node’s Bundle Protocol agent (the root vertex) and
delivery from the destination node’s Bundle Protocol agent
to the application (the terminal vertex).
A different contact-graph data structure is used for each
source-destination pair. This might be seen as a disadvantage
with respect to time-evolving graphs, where a single data
structure serves for all source-destination node pairs. However, in practical operations on flight computers with modest
computing power, it is desirable to compute routes to a single
destination and not all or several destinations. For computation
of routes from a single source node to a single destination
node, a simple contact graph as described here is all that is
needed. Furthermore, as discussed in [70] and detailed in [71],
adapted Dijkstra’s searches can be used over contact graphs
to efficiently determine optimal routes. For these reasons
contact-graph based routing had received increasing attention
from the space networking community and is now a CCSDS
recommended procedure for space networks [17].
D. Routes
E
A route RA
for a bundle with node A as current location
and node E as destination is defined as some sequence hops[ ]
of the contacts in a contact plan such that a) the sending node
for the first contact is A, b) the receiving node for the last
contact is E, c) the receiving node for contact i is the sending
node for contact i + 1, and d) the time at which contact i + 1
ends is no earlier than the time at which contact i begins [17].
In the example of Figs. 3 and 6, one of the fastest routes,
0,60
0,30
0,10
E
route (1) RA
= {CA,C
, CC,D
, CD,E
}, is highlighted in red.
A different route can also be obtained via a different last
0,60
0,30
30,40
E
contact: route (3) RA
= {CA,C
, CC,D
, CD,E
}, marked as
light blue. As mentioned, DTN assumes no persistent end-toend connectivity, thus a route might require temporal storage
at intermediate nodes (e.g., in node D until time 30 in route
(3)). Also, contact propagation delays (owlt) are aggregated
along with storage times to calculate the best delivery time
(BDT ) for each route. Route (1), for example, exhibits a

Terminal contact

Route (1) to E
next_node: C
txWin: (0,10)
volume: 8
BDT: 3

D-E

Route (2) to E
next_node: E
txWin: (10,20)
volume: 10
BDT: 11

E-E

11

0
10

D-E

13

30
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D-E

15

50
60

Temporal
storage
in D: 10s

B-C

3

0
60

C-D

7

0
30
Temporal
storage
in C: 0s

A-B
Route (3) to E
next_node: C
txWin: (0,30)
volume: 10
BDT: 31

1

0
60

A-C

5

0
60

A-A
Root contact

A-E

9

10
20

Route (4) to E
next_node: C
txWin: (0,30)
volume: 10
BDT: 51

Figure 6. Contact graph CGE
A for the topology of Fig. 3. Example routes
from A to E are highlighted and ordered by best delivery time (BDT ) (others
are possible, see Section V).

BDT = 3 despite immediate transmission at each node
because the owlt = 1 in each of the three constitutive contacts.
Storage and propagation times in a route are computed during
the contact graph exploration as presented in Section IV.
The receiving node for the first contact of a route is termed
the route’s entry node (or next node, e.g., node C), and the
destination node is noted as to node. Each route is characterized by a valid transmission window (tx win) defined by the
earliest and latest time where transmission from sending node
A to the next node can happen. As mentioned, a best-case
delivery time or BDT indicates the earliest possible time the
first byte of data can arrive at the destination node (that is,
the earliest time at which delivery of the data can begin, not
the time at which delivery will be completed). Also, similar
to contacts, the volume of a route indicates the maximum
amount of data the route can carry. Indeed, as discussed
below, there is a correlation between R.volume and constitute
contacts’ C.volume. These are parameters that remain fixed
once the route is discovered.
A route also has a working area used to store variable
metrics in forwarding time, which depend on the bundle to
be forwarded and the node’s queuing status. For example, the
earliest transmission opportunity (ET O) parameter is used to
estimate the real transmission time of data given the actual
backlog of bundles [78].
Projected arrival time or P AT is the adjusted time at which
the bundle, of a given size, can be delivered to the destination.
While BDT is a best-case delivery time, P AT considers
ET O and bundle size, which are only available at forwarding
time.
Finally, the effective volume limit or EV L stores the
actual volume of data the route can carry considering ET O3 .
3 R.EV L(p) corresponds to the Route Volume Limit (RVL) terminology
in SABR [17]. We have chosen a different naming to avoid confusion with
R.volume, which is the maximum volume the route can carry.
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Table IV
ROUTE PARAMETERS
Fixed parameters
R.hops[ ]
List of contacts in the route
R.to node
Final node in the path (hops[−1].dst)
R.next node
First neighbour in the path (hops[1].dst)
R.tx win(s, e)
Interval of time (s, e) where the route is valid
R.BDT
Best time at which data can arrive to dst
R.volume
Maximum data the route can carry
Variable parameters
Forwarding working area:
R.ET O
Earliest Transmission Opportunity
R.P AT
Projected arrival time
R.EV L
Route’s effective volume limit

These variables will be referenced and further described in
Section VI. Table IV summarizes the route parameters used
in the following sections.

0s

#5

C-D
D-E

Contacts’ and routes’ volume modeling is an important
aspect of CGR that takes especial relevance in congestion
control at the forwarding stage. Both contacts and routes have
fixed volume, which indicates the maximum volume of data
they can carry. In the case of a contact, the volume is directly
obtained from (end − start) ∗ rate; but the route volume
depends on the sequence of hops and their owlt. An example
is illustrated in Fig. 7 a), where the contact volumes are
0,60
0,30
0,10
computed as CA,C
= 60, CC,D
= 30, and CD,E
= 10, but
E
due to owlt, the resulting route volume of RA = 8. This is
the maximum amount of data that the route can carry from
A to E, and does not change throughout the contacts and
route’s lifetime. On the other hand, as discussed in Section VI,
when data is forwarded through contacts, available resources
are consumed and maximum available volume C.M AV (initialized to C.M AV (p) = C.volume ∀ p) is decreased. As
discussed in Section VI, C.M AV affects the route’s R.EV L,
which can preclude the forwarding of a bundle if the available
volume is not enough to accommodate the bundle as indicated
by B.EV C.
The simplest approach towards variable volume annotation is to use linear modeling, as currently implemented in
ION and assumed throughout this paper. In a linear volume
model, the residual volume of a contact C after forwarding
a bundle B1 with priority p is updated by C.M AV (p)t2 =
C.M AVt1 (p)t1 −B1 .EV C. When a subsequent B2 with EV C
larger than C.M AV (p)t2 needs to be forwarded, any route
through C will not be considered a candidate. This simplistic
volume modeling assumes that the resource utilization of the
contact always begins at the contact start time, and that subsequent bookings will always come immediately after that. This
approach might not reflect real utilization of resources in time,
especially in the case of networks with long (e.g., continuous)
contacts. Fig. 7 b) illustrates the inaccurate annotation this
assumption might generate. As such, an incorrect volume
annotation can result in sub-optimal bundle forwarding. Indeed, in a linear volume modeling, there is no record of
the time within the contact on which the volume is being

txWin.start: 0s
txWin.end: 8s

10s

A-C

volume: 8s * 1 = 8
(all contacts have the same
data rate in this example)

#7

Route 1
#11

0s

BDT: 3s
(delivery window
is between 3s and 11s)
5s

10s

a)
0s

5s

10s

0s

5s

10s

0s

5s

10s

Real
data
flow

A-C
C-D

Linear
model
view

D-E
0s

E. Volume

5s

5s

10s

b)

Figure 7. a) Volume illustration of route (1) on a time line view. Transmission
and reception windows are (0s, 8s) and (3s, 11s) for a total route volume
R.volume = 8s ∗ 1 = 8, where rate = 1 for all contacts in the example
CP . b) Linear volume modeling inaccuracies. Although the real data flow (in
red) occupies contact CC,D from 4s to 6s, the linear model would represent a
utilization between 0s to 2s. The incorrect depiction of the volume placement
within a contact can result in incorrect route selection at forwarding time.

consumed. An alternative and more accurate list modeling
would address C.M AV as a list of volume windows instead
of single numeric characterization. In such a way, volume
consumption in contacts and routes can be represented by
time-bounded elements with (start, end) intervals. The tradeoff between accuracy and the computational resources required
to implement the routines discussed below remains an open
research issue.
IV. ROUTE S EARCH
In this section we present the route search algorithmic
approach, the core of the CGR routing ecosystem.
A. Contact Graph Dijkstra Search
The main advantage of contact graph data structures is that
they can be used as input for traditional shortest-path algorithms. In particular, Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [102]
can be adapted to find a path from a source to a destination
node with the best delivery time in a contact graph [70]. The
resulting calculation can either be used to determine the next
hop (in distributed routing such as ION [15]) or serve as the
complete route path (in source or centralized routing [71]).
Main Algorithm: The modified Dijkstra search for the best
route through a contact graph is presented in Alg. 1. The
final outcome of the procedure is a route RSD from source
S to destination D, with an arrival time BDT . The route
is computed starting from the root contact (Croot ) to the
destination D in the contact plan CP . As mentioned earlier,
0,∞
the root contact is an artificial contact CS,S
from source S
0,∞
to itself. The arrival time in the root contact CS,S
.arr time
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is set to the starting time of the expected route (i.e., the
time at which the Dijkstra search is called). The route search
0,∞
will thus ignore contacts ending before CS,S
.arr time. The
working area of each contact in the CP must be cleared
before each Dijkstra search. A cleared working area means: (i)
contact arrival time C.arr time = ∞, (ii) contact visited flag
C.visited = F alse, (iii) contact predecessor C.pred = ∅,
and (iv) visited nodes list C.visited n ← {}. Note that the list
of visited nodes is a CGR enhancement that goes beyond the
basic algorithm described in SABR [17], as discussed below.
The first part of the algorithm is a loop that explores the CP
while keeping track of the current contact in Ccurr (line 5).
Ccurr is initially Croot , the root contact of the contact graph.
The successor (or “next hop”) contacts of the current contact
Ccurr are those contacts C that have sender node C.snd
equal to the receiver node of the current contact Ccurr .rcv
(see Fig. 8). Within each iteration of the exploration loop,
(i) a Contact Review Procedure (CRP) updates the arrival
time metric (cost) through all contacts that are successors to
Ccurr (line 6), (ii) a Contact Selection Procedure (CSP) then
selects the contact with best cost metric (line 7), Cnext , and
(iii) current contact Ccurr is set to the best contact Cnext
before proceeding with the next iteration (line 9). The Contact
Review Procedure (CRP) and Contact Selection Procedure
(CSP) are described below. Finally, when no Cnext contact
can be determined, the CP exploration loop ends (line 11).
A “final contact” is a contact whose receiving node is the
destination node D. If the destination node D was reached
during the CP exploration loop, the best final contact was
stored in Cf in and the best final arrival time in BDT ,
indicating the best route has been discovered. If this is the
case, the route reconstruction loop takes place (line 12). The
sequence of contacts in the route is recovered from predecessor
contacts (C.pred) starting from Cf in back to the root contact
0,∞
CS,S
, while populating the resulting route RSD .hops list (line
14-16). The RSD .BDT was computed during CRP, and the
to node and next node parameters are directly accessible via
the first hop RSD .hops[0].rcv and last hop RSD .hops[−1].rcv 4 .
However, the route volume limit (RSD .volume) and the valid
transmission window (RSD .tx win) remain to be be computed
at the end of this phase (line 17).
Example: In the example network of Fig. 6, the fastest route
0,10
is Route (1), for which Cf in = CD,E
and BDT = 4. The
iterations followed by the adapted Dijkstra search to obtain
this route are illustrated in Fig. 8. After the last iteration, the
0,10
CRP and CSP procedures will have populated CD,E
.pred =
0,30
0,30
0,60
0,60
0,∞
CC,D , CC,D .pred = CA,C and CA,C .pred = CA,A , the latter
being precisely the root contact. As a result, Route (1) will be
0,60
0,30
0,10
E
constructed as RA
= {CA,C
, CC,D
, CD,E
}, with a BDT = 3,
tx win = (0; 8) and R.volume = 8 in the second part of the
algorithm. A timeline view illustration of route 1) and the
exposed metrics is offered in Fig. 7.
4 In the algorithms listings throughout this paper we use Python-like list
notations namely: list[−1] indicates the last element of the list, list[: x]
returns a sub-set of elements in list up to x and list[x :] a sub-set starting
from x. This facilitates the study of these algorithms with the provided pyCGR
library. Note that we use a coding style suitable for low-level programming
languages (i.e., skips, breaks, etc.), as required for flight-grade software.

Algorithm 1: Contact Graph Dijkstra Search
Data: root contact Croot , destination D, contact plan
CP (with cleared working area)
Result: Route RSD from source S to destination D
D
1 RS ← {}
2 Cf in ← {}
// final contact
3 BDT = ∞
// final arrival time
4 Ccurr = Croot
// current contact is root
/* contact plan exploration loop */
5

while True do
/* contact review procedure */

6

Cf in , BDT ←CRP (CP , Ccurr , Cf in , BDT )

7

Cnext ←CSP (CP , Ccurr , BDT )
if Cnext 6= {} then
Ccurr ← Cnext
else
break
// review and selection completed

/* contact selection procedure */
8
9
10
11

/* route reconstruction loop */
12
13
14
15
16
17

if Cf in 6= {} then
C = Cf in
0,∞
while C 6= CS,S
do
RSD .hops ← {C}
C = C.pred
// previous contact in path
Compute(RSD .tx win, RSD .volume)

Contact Review Procedure: The specific steps of the
Contact Review Procedure (CRP) are listed in Alg. 2. These
steps are performed for each successor contact C of the current
contact Ccurr . The CRP reviews the CP and updates the
working areas of those successor contacts.
The following disqualification conditions are tested in the
first part of the algorithm (lines 1-11): (i) C ended before
the arrival time in Ccurr , (ii) C has already been visited in
a previous call to CRP, (iii) C leads to an already visited
node, (iv) C or its destination node have been administratively
suppressed (suppr and suppr nh variables), (v) C does not
comply with data volume requirements. Regarding this last
point, contacts for which available volume for the lowest
priority has been depleted (C.M AV (0) = 0) should be
ignored. In other words, this disqualification considers the
case where route computation happens after enough lowpriority data has been forwarded through the evaluated contact
consuming all its available volume. In such case, there is no
more possible data that can flow through this contact and it
should be disqualified.
The best-case arrival time C.arr time (cost) for transmission of a bundle during contact C is then computed (lines 1216). C.arr time is initialized to the start time of C or the arrival time of the current contact Ccurr , whichever is later. Then
arr time needs to be increased by the contact’s propagation
delay (C.owlt). Since OWLT is approximated, a safety margin
is suggested in [17] equal to owltmgn = 125∗C.owlt/186282.
Next, if the computed arrival time is earlier than any previously computed arrival time for C (line 17), indicating that
the arrival time for C is improved by transmitting from Ccurr ,
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Figure 8. Dijkstra search iterations over the contact graph on Fig. 6. Current and visited contacts are annotated at each iteration. A light blue highlight
indicates which are the visited contacts, while a red dashed arrow indicates which is the lowest cost path (lowest BDT ) on each stage. As per Dijkstra
10,20
algorithm properties, the best route is found even though some contacts (e.g., CA,E
) are never visited.

then the new arrival time and corresponding predecessor node
Ccurr are noted in C’s working area.
After the CRP steps have been performed for each successor
contact C of the current contact Ccurr , Ccurr is marked as
“visited” and the Contact Selection Procedure begins.
Example: In the first call to CRP in the example network of
Fig. 6, the current contact is set to the root contact (Ccurr =
0,∞
CA,A
). As illustrated in Fig. 8, three neighbor contacts are
0,60
0,60
10,20
reviewed in iteration 1: CA,B
, CA,C
and CA,E
. Since arrival
times at these contacts were initialized to ∞, all of them are
0,60
0,60
updated to CA,B
.arr time = 1, CA,C
.arr time = 1 and
10,20
CA,E .arr time = 11 (labeled as BDT in the figure). Note
10,20
that this last contact is able to reach E, so Cf in = CA,E
and BDT = 11 after this call to CRP terminates. But this
is not the best route. As seen below, the next call to CRP
0,60
will select Cnext = CA,B
, from which potential neighbors are
0,60
0,60
CB,A and CB,C . The former, however, will be skipped as A is
0,60
already in the CA,B
.visited n list (see iteration 2 in Fig. 8).
As discussed below, the best route is found on iteration 6 with
0,10
CD,E
as final contact and a BDT = 3.
An alternative and slightly different formulation of CRP is
possible if the information of the specific bundle B to be
forwarded is available when calling the routine. Since this

approach is not standard SABR and is not implemented in
ION, we discuss it separately in Appendix A.
Contact Selection Procedure: The Contact Selection Procedure (CSP) is detailed in Alg. 3. Once the CP has been
reviewed and its contacts’ working areas updated by CRP,
the procedure in CSP revisits all contacts in CP to determine which is the one with the best annotated arrival time
(C.arr time). This set of nodes is known as the frontier in
Dijkstra terminology [102]. Each contact in the frontier that
has already been visited or is administratively suppressed is
immediately skipped (lines 4-5). Each contact whose arrival
time is later than the current BDT is likewise immediately
skipped (lines 6-7). It is at this point where Dijkstra assumption of a monotonically increasing cost metric must hold. Indeed, since time cannot go back, it makes no sense to proceed
with exploration through such a contact. This phenomenon
can also be appreciated in Fig. 8, where a BDT = 3 forces
10,22
CSP to never select contacts such as CA,E
.arr time = 11.
From the remaining contacts, the one with the earliest arrival
time tearliest arrival = min(C.arr time ∀ C ∈ CP ) is noted
in Cnext . If no Cnext contact is selected, then the contact
exploration loop terminates. Alternatively, if the receiver node
Cnext .rcv of the newly selected next contact Cnext is the destination node D, then the newly selected Cnext is recognized
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Algorithm 2: Contact Review Procedure (CRP)
Data: CP , Ccurr , Cf in , BDT
Result: revised CP , Cf in , BDT
1 for contact C ∈ CP | C.src = Ccurr .dst do
/* Ignore conditions test */
2
3
4
5
6
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7
8
9
10
11

if C.end ≤ Ccurr .arr time then
skip C
// (i) ignore due contacts
if C.visited then
skip C
// (ii) ignore visited
if C.to ∈ Ccurr .visited n then
skip C
// (iii) ignore visited nodes
if C.suppr or C ∈ Ccurr .suppr nh then
skip C // (v) ignore suppressed contacts
if C.M AV (0) = 0 then
skip C
// (iv) ignore overbooked

Algorithm 3: Contact Selection Procedure (CSP)
Data: CP , BDT
Result: Cnext
1 Cnext ← {}
// earliest delivery time
2 tearliest arrival = ∞
3 for contact C ∈ CP do
4
if C.suppr or C.visited then
5
skip C
// ignore suppressed or visited
6
if C.arr time > BDT then
7
skip C
// ignore worst arrival time
8
if C.arr time < tearliest arrival then
9
tearliest arrival = C.arr time
10
Cnext =← C

13
14
15
16

if C.start < Ccurr .arr time then
arr time = Ccurr .arr time
else
arr time = C.start
arr time+ = C.owlt + owltmgn
/* Update arrival time if better */

17
18
19
20

if arr time < C.arr time then
C.arr time = arr time
C.pred = Ccurr
C.visited n = Ccurr .visited n + C.dst
/* Mark if destination reached */

21
22
23
24

if C.dst = D and C.arr time < BDT then
BDT = C.arr time
Cf in = C
Ccurr .visited = T rue
// contact review
completed

as the final contact of the best route; Cf in is set to the new
Cnext , BDT is set to the arrival time of the new Cnext , and
the contact plan exploration loop ends. Otherwise, Ccurr is set
to Cnext and the next iteration of the contact plan exploration
loop begins.
0,10
Example. Contact CD,E
is noted as final with a BDT = 3
on iteration 6 as shown in Fig. 8). Since not of the other
30,40
50,60
10,20
possible contacts (CD,E
, CD,E
and CA,E
with respective
arr time = 31, 51 and 11) can improve that BDT , the
routine terminates and deliver Route (1) as the best route.
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Figure 9. A loop-free path in a contact graph is not necessarily a loop-free
path in the topology. In order to build a truly acyclic contact graph, additional
measurements shall be taken by a visited nodes list (C.visited n[ ]).

the real network topology. An illustrative example is shown
in Fig. 9. Both paths offers the same BDT = 10 (owlt = 0
for all contacts), but one exhibits a forwarding loop through
nodes A, B and C. Note that the latter is not a loop in the
contact graph, as no contact appears more than once in the
path. To avoid this problem in the adapted Dijkstra search,
the visited n list keeps the visited nodes along each contact
working area. The list is considered on the CRP procedure to
avoid revising contacts that lead to visited nodes (lines 6-7 in
Alg. 2). The visited node list disqualification is not part of
SABR standard [17].

B. Loops
Contacts in the CP are marked as visited to avoid choosing
as the next current contact Ccurr a contact that has already
been considered as the current contact. Because time is monotonic (strictly increasing as the contact graph is explored), the
arr time of a visited contact that cannot improve the current
BDT metric and so this contact can be safely ignored. This
is the fact that makes Dijkstra suitable for computing loopfree routes over the contact graph. Nevertheless, a loop-free
path in a contact graph is not necessarily a loop-free path in

C. Complexity
The overall complexity of the CGR adapted Dijkstra search
can be extrapolated from the base Dijkstra structure [102]. The
original Dijkstra algorithm is known to have a time complexity
of O(|V |2 ), where |V | is the number of vertices in the graph.
In this case, the time complexity of the CGR Dijkstra call is
O(|C|2 ), where |C| is the size of the contact plan. Indeed,
in the worst case, all contacts are visited in Alg. 1 and
all contacts are reviewed in Alg. 2, resulting in a quadratic
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complexity (route reconstruction is linear with respect to |C|
and is thus disregarded). Optimizations based on min-priority
queues and Fibonacci Heaps are known to reduce the worstcase complexity of Dijkstra searches [103]. With this in mind,
a time complexity of O(|C|log(|C|)) can be achievable in
CGR Dijkstra if, instead of iterating over all contacts in Alg. 3,
a suitable priority queue is used when annotating the contact
arrival times in Alg. 2. We have kept these processes separated
for the sake of clarity.
In most practical cases, however, the average complexity
should be much lower as many contacts are immediately
ignored for the reasons noted above. Furthermore, the contact
iterations in line 1 of Alg 2 can be encoded into a hash table of
contact lists with C.snd as key, reducing the processing effort
on subsequent Dijkstra calls. Disregarding the time to build
the hash table (which can be indeed built offline) the overall
complexity of the adapted Dijkstra can be reduced. Note that
the complexity studies in [83] consider the whole route table
computation and not a single Dijkstra computation, thus they
are applicable to Section V.
D. Multiple Destinations
As with the base Dijkstra algorithm, the adapted CGR
algorithm can be trivially adapted to calculate the best route to
all possible destinations. To this end a Cf in and BDT need
to be independently tracked and verified for each potential
destination D (lines 21-23 in Alg. 2). In CSP, the maximum
BDT among all destinations should be considered (lines 78 in Alg. 3), and route reconstruction must occur for all final
contacts found (lines 12-17 in Alg. 1). This approach has been
recently explored in conjunction with a node-based spanning
tree approach for contact plans in [93].
V. ROUTE M ANAGEMENT
At any DTN node, multiple routes to any single destination
node may need to be computed and managed. The main
reasons are these: (i) each route expires after tx win.end,
thus others will be needed afterwards; (ii) routes have limited
volume, thus others might provide the required extra capacity;
(iii) routes might be overbooked for a given priority class,
thus others might provide a means to reduce congestion; and
(iv) routes might not occur as expected due to uncertainties
or failures, thus others might provide necessary redundancy.
Route management is the approach by which multiple routes
to a single destination are properly computed, stored, used,
and pruned.
As with Internet routing, storing computed routes in route
tables enables the node to avoid repeating Dijkstra searches.
For CGR, a route table is a list of route lists, one route list for
every other node in the network that is cited in any contact in
the contact plan [17]. A route list [RSD ] from S to D can be
of size 0 (no routes for destination) up to all possible routes
in the contact plan for that node pair.
A. Classification
As introduced in Section II, the routing scheme for a space
network can be centralized or distributed. Also, source routing
can be a middle-ground approach.

1) Centralized: In a centralized approach, a mission operation and control center generates the contact plan, computes
all necessary route lists, and uploads those route lists to the
nodes of the network (option B in Fig. 2). The number of
routes to be retained for each source-destination pair at any
given moment in time is a mission decision. Centralizing the
computation of routes is a conservative approach that enables
tight control and detailed debugging, as all possible decisions
taken by potentially unreachable nodes are already present and
available on ground. Furthermore, centralized routing reduces
the route computation effort on limited flight computers.
2) Distributed: In distributed routing, the topological information in the contact plan is distributed to nodes (option A in
Fig. 2), which then autonomously compute the route lists based
on local state and policies. A DTN node with this capability
can decide the exact number of routes to compute based on
traffic shape. This is a more aggressive but scalable approach
as DTN nodes are the only source of truth regarding the traffic
status and route demand at any given moment.
3) Source routing: Source routing can be an intermediate
solution where only the sender node computes the route and
stores it in the bundle so that next hop nodes can forward
the bundle without recomputing the route [67], [69]. Although
example applications using this approach were studied [77],
an in-depth quantitative comparison of the centralized, source
routing and distributed routing approach remains a topic for
future research.
While in centralized routing all required routes are statically
computed, the approach towards route management in distributed routing can be either static or dynamic [92]. In static
route management, all possible routes for a destination are
calculated for the contact plan duration period. Following this
calculation, the route list remains unchanged until an update
of the contact plan is received. In dynamic route management,
a limited number of routes are initially computed from the
contact plan. The route list can then be extended and updated
as per traffic demand (or prediction) from the local node.
In other words, a limited number of new best routes are
calculated on-demand by the DTN node. The reader interested
in implementations of these CGR variations is referred to
DtnSim code [20].
ION. In older ION versions (v3.6 and older), the route
management was distributed and static. All routes to a given
destination D were fully computed as soon as a bundle was
to be forwarded to D for the first time [15], [87], The main
drawback was that valuable compute time was required when
long route lists were to be populated on resource-constrained
processors (i.e., several Dijkstra calls), and any modification
to the contact plan forced the deletion and re-computation of
all route lists. Since computations were made at forwarding
time, the processing blocked any transmission until all routes
were computed; this reduced the effective utilization time
of a contact [84]. Therefore, in recent ION implementations
(v3.7 and later), route lists are dynamically computed. When
required, ION computes the next best route for a given
destination and adds it to the route list. When such route is no
longer valid (i.e., tx win.end time passed, or RSD .EV L(p)
is exhausted for the priority class p, the best next route is
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Figure 10. Anchor search limitations. (a) Anchor search anchors on long initial contacts (CA,B
in this case) and explores further routes. (b) However, the
20,30
anchor search can be prematurely terminated when a next best route is found outside the anchor contact (e.g., through CA,D
). (c) Also, anchoring only on
0,60
initial contacts excludes the discovery of all routes branching from contacts further ahead (e.g., through CB,C ).

calculated (but the previous RSD is retained in the route list
if valid, as RSD .EV L might be suitable for higher priority
traffic).
Whether centralized or distributed, static or dynamic, some
number of routes have to be obtained from a contact plan for
a given source-destination pair. Clearly, the first route can be
obtained from a contact graph Dijkstra search, as presented
in Section IV. However, modifications or annotations to the
contact graph need to be made so that each subsequent
Dijkstra search returns the next best route. The contacts’ route
management working area as shown in Table III serves this
purpose.
B. Anchor Search
Older versions of ION leveraged a custom route management heuristic which serves as an explanation for what a route
management process should do. The original approach was to
remove from consideration the initial contact of the previously
computed route (RSD .hops[0].suppr = T rue). Subsequent
calls to the Dijkstra route search algorithm would thus ignore
such contact from that moment on. As a result, in the best
case, one route would be added to the route list per initial
contact in the contact graph. However, the suppression of
long initial contacts (i.e., ground contacts such as in Fig. 3)
hindered the discovery of alternative routes starting later in
time through that same contact. The first heuristic to overcome
this issue was to apply the so-called anchor-based search.
In an anchor search, a long initial contact (i.e., a contact
C | C.end = RSD .tx win.end) was temporarily considered as
anchor, meaning that several routes could be obtained from
it before its suppression [87]. However, the limitations of the
anchor approach were soon discovered and addressed in [92].
Among them, anchor search was prone to miss the detection
of routes by prematurely terminating the anchor phase, or by
ignoring routes branching from long contacts ahead in the path
as summarized in Fig.10.
C. Yen’s algorithm
The correct and complete approach to construct the route
table is to use Lawler’s modification of Yen’s algorithm [104],

[105]. This method was implemented in ION v3.7 and is still
being used at the time of this writing (v4.0). Yen’s algorithm
performs a Dijkstra search in a nested loop to deliver a set of
the K best routes (len([RSD ]) = K), where K is provided as
argument.
The adaptation of Yen’s algorithm is listed in Alg. 4. The
algorithm delivers a route list [RSD ] with at most K best routes
from source S to D as per contact plan CP . After clearing the
Dijkstra and route management working areas in the CP , the
first best route is computed by Dijkstra and added to the route
t,∞
list (lines 1-2). The root contact CS,S
is also added as one
hop in the route for the reasons explained below. A potential
route list [PSD ] is then initialized (line 3) and populated with
candidate best routes in a loop ranging from 1 to K (line 4).
The best route at the end of the outer loop is added to the final
route list in [RSD ]. The inner loop iterates over each contact
of the last route added to [RSD ].[−1] (line 5). Each of the
chosen contacts becomes a so-called spur contact (Cspur ). In
0,∞
order to properly detect all routes, the root node CS,S
should
also be treated as a spur node, thus, it should also be part
of the route data structure during Yen’s procedure. A root
path is then defined from the root contact to the spur contact,
but without including the latter (hops[0] to hops[Cspur − 1]
in line 6). The next step is to compute the best route from
the spur contact to the destination terminal node. To this end,
the CP working areas are again cleared (line 7). Then, all
contacts in the root path are suppressed from the CP (lines 89). Also, all edges from Cspur to neighbouring contacts which
are already considered in previous routes with the same root
path in [RSD ] must be suppressed (lines 10-12). The Cspur is
then prepared as root contact for a subsequent Dijkstra call by
setting a proper arr time and visited n list composed by all
visited hops hops.to in the root path Proot (lines 13-14). If
a route from the spur contact to the destination is found, the
CGR Dijkstra call returns a spur path Pspur (line 15), which
is combined with the root path rendering a new route to be
included in the potential route list (lines 16-17). Routes in
[PSD ] are then sorted by BDT such that the first route in the
potential route list (PSD [0]) has the best arrival time among

16

Algorithm 4: Contact Graph Yen’s algorithm
Data: source-dest. S-D, contact plan CP , K routes
Result: Route list [RSD ] with K routes
1 Clear(CP )
0,∞
t,∞
D
2 [RS ] ← CS,S + Dijkstra(CS,S , D, CP )
D
3 [PS ] ← {}
// potential routes
4 for k from 1 to K − 1 do
5
for Cspur ∈ [RSD ].[−1] do
0,∞
/* root path from CS,S
to spur contact
/
*
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6
7

Proot = [RSD ].[−1].hops[0, Cspur − 1]
Clear(CP )
/* suppress all contacts in root path */

8
9

for C ∈ Proot do
C.suppr = T rue
D
/* suppress Cspur edges in any R in RS
/
*

10
11
12

for R ∈ [RSD ] do
if Proot = R.hops then
Cspur .suppr nh ← R.hops[len(Proot )]
/* compute spur path from Cspur to D */

13
14
15

Cspur .arr time = Proot .arr time
Cspur .visited n ← ∀Proot .hops.to
Pspur =Dijkstra(Cspur , D, CP )
/* if any, insert new potential route */

16
17
18

if Pspur 6= {} then
[PSD ] ← {Proot + Pspur }
Sort [PSD ] by arrival time
D]
/* move best potential route to [RS
*/

19
20
21
22

if [PSD ] is not empty then
[RSD ] ← PSD [0]
else
finish
// no more potential routes

all routes (lines 18). If the potential route list is not empty,
the best route in [PSD ] is moved to the route list [RSD ] (line
20). Otherwise, if the potential route list is empty, no more
routes can be found and the algorithm terminates (line 22).
The resulting list in [RSD ] will contain the best K routes in
the contact plan, ordered by BDT .
Example. The step-by-step iterations and the results of
Yen’s computations for the example network in Fig. 3 are illustrated in Fig. 11. As mentioned, the best route is found by Di0,60
0,30
0,10
E
jkstra on the initialization stage (RA
= {CA,C
, CC,D
, CD,E
}).
Then, the figure presents one graph for each iteration and
spur contact on which a new potential route is found. For
instance, at iteration 0 and spur contact 0 (root contact),
0,60
0,60
0,30
0,10
E
RA
= {CA,B
, CB,C
, CC,D
, CD,E
} is found. Although another
potential route is found on the second spur node Cspur =
0,30
CC,D
, the first one makes it to the final route list. Indeed,
its BDT = 4 is better than BDT = 31, so it is the next
route moved from [PSD ] to [RSD ] at the end of iteration 0.
10,20
E
The next one added to [RSD ] is RA
= {CA,E
}, at the end
of iteration 1. No potential routes can be found branching

out from the latter on iteration 2. Two more potential routes
50,60
are found on iteration 3 and 4 (routes using the latest CD,E
contact rendering a BDT = 51). The algorithm terminates in
iteration 6 when no more potential routes are found in [PSD ].
Actually, Yen’s algorithm is able to find the best routes from
A to E in the example contact plan in Fig. 3.
ION. Yen’s algorithm is part of ION in order to control
the number of best routes to be computed. Indeed, in practice,
only a few out of many possible routes are typically used
from a contact plan. As a result, ION’s routing routine (in
libcgr.c) operates on a stateful Yen’s implementation. In
other words, k is advanced until a workable route is obtained
(the conditions under which a route is declared workable are
discussed in Section VI). Then, the loop is put on hold, storing
the state of the algorithm until the computation of a next
route is commanded. This is indeed a Yen’s implementation
that dynamically computes routes. Finally, as stated in [17], a
route pruning is recommended every time the contact plan is
changed or updated. A route pruning implies that earlier route
computations might be invalidated and thus all route lists shall
be discarded and recomputed as needed. Efficient strategies to
selectively update route tables without pruning remain an open
research topic.
D. Complexity
Evidently, if all possible routes from a graph are to be
determined, then breadth first or depth first algorithms followed by a sorting of the obtained list would outperform
Yen’s algorithm. Such an approach would have been appropriate for the example in Fig. 11 if all 7 routes were to
be computed. The worst case complexity of a breadth first
search (BFS) is known to be O(|C|2 ). Plus, a route sorting
algorithm of O(|R|log(|R|)) is required afterwards, where
|R| = |C| in the worst case [106]. A BFS route computation
approach would thus render a worst case time complexity of
O(|C|2 + |C|log(|C|))≈ O(|C|2 ). Instead, when only a few
(and controllable number of) best routes need to be extracted,
Yen’s is an adequate solution. Yen’s time complexity depends
on the Dijkstra’s complexity (O(|C|log(|C|)) when using a
Fibonacci Heap). A total of K × s Dijkstra calls are made in
Yen’s loop, where K is the number of routes requested and s
is the average size of the spur path (which is estimated to be
log(|C|) but is |C| in the worst case [107]). As a result, the
CGR-adapted Yen’s worst case time complexity is estimated to
be O(K|C|2 log(|C|))≈ O(|C|2 log(|C|)) (as K is supposed
to be a small value, thus amenable to a constant).
E. Alternative Methods
Alternative route management methods with practical advantages had been proposed in [92] before Yen’s was adopted
by CCSDS in the SABR recommendation. Alternative methods are introduced below and compared in Table V. Their
implementation is publicly available in DtnSim [20].
First ended: One of those methods suggests the suppression
of the first contact in the path to terminate (the one with
min(C.end)) before calling Dijkstra again. This approach was
coined first-ended route management strategy. The first-ended
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Figure 11. The iterations of the Yen’s algorithm when applied to the example network in Fig.3 with K ≥ 7. Spur contact and contacts in root path are
highlighted in red. Computed potential routes never overlap with suppressed edges crossed out in the graphs. Potential routes are inserted into [PSD ], the list
D ] one at a time as needed. As a result, up to 7 routes in order of BDT are found and added to [RD ].
of potential routes, and are moved to the route list [RS
S

Table V
ROUTES DISCOVERED BY ROUTE MANAGEMENT METHODS FOR THE
EXAMPLE NETWORK IN F IG .6.

0,10
the contact CD,E
is the limiting contact with 8 seconds of
effective transmission time (see Fig. 7). Suppressing such
E
=
contact from a new Dijkstra search delivers the route RA
10,20
{CA,E }, and so on. As described in [92], the scheme also
annotates the volume reduction in all contacts on the route.
This allows an accurate detection of limiting contacts in
subsequent routes. As a result, the ”first depleted” approach
mimics the time-evolving booking of contacts as if traffic
were actually being allocated in the contact plan. However,
as discussed in Section VI, volume annotation is a forwarding
stage matter.

VI. F ORWARDING

strategy guarantees that for each interval of time, the route
management method will provide one route (the fastest) to
the destination. As shown in Table V, the first-ended approach
delivers at least one route for each of the (0, 10), (10, 20) and
(20, 30) intervals. This is indeed a simpler technique which
reduces computation effort at the expense of not accessing
redundant paths during each time window.
First depleted: Alternatively, the first-depleted approach
bases the suppression decision on the volume bottleneck in
the previously computed route. In particular, the contact that is
limiting the route volume is suppressed before subsequent Di0,60
0,30
0,10
E
jkstra searches. For example, in RA
= {CA,C
, CC,D
, CD,E
},

Once routes are computed and stored in a route table, the
forwarding of outbound data can take place. Local information
on queue status at current time t and the parameters of bundle
B are consulted in order to select the best candidate route for
a target destination. Finally, placement of the bundle in the
outbound queue triggers volume annotations and consequent
(immediate or deferred) transmission of the data.
A. Candidate Routes
The conceptual list of routes that can be used at node S at
time t to forward a bundle B is termed the candidate routes
list. The construction of such a list implies the selection of
a sub-set of the routes in the route list [RSD ] at forwarding
time. The [RSD ] list is computed and maintained as discussed
in Sections IV and V respectively. While formal rules for the
candidate routes list construction procedure are provided in the
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SABR recommended standard [17], in this section we describe
how to realize the candidate route list construction in Alg. 5.
We advise the reader to rely on Tables II, III and IV to follow
the procedure divided into four distinct phases as described
below.
1) Basic checks: The procedure evaluates all routes in the
route list [RSD ] (line 1). In order to reduce the computation,
basic checks that can detect and skip non-plausible routes
with minimal processing are executed first. In particular, (i)
any route for which the best-case delivery time is later than
the bundle deadline and (ii) any route for which next node
(the receiver node of the first contact in the route) is in the
excluded nodes list ([En ]) will be immediately ignored (line
2). As indicated in [17], the excluded nodes list identifies
nodes which must not be considered for forwarding due to
any of the following causes. Cause 1) the node is B.sender,
i.e., that node sent the bundle to node S; that is, backpropagation is normally excluded. In particular, forwarding
loops resulting from differences in topological information
(i.e., contact plan or volume annotations) at different nodes
can be avoided by forbidding back-propagation. However, if
the bundle is being reforwarded as consequence of a custody
refusal, return to the sender can be authorized in hopes of
finding an alternative path [17]. Cause 2) nodes that have
previously refused custody of bundles with this destination.
Under the assumption that nodes refusing custody of a bundle
are unavailable or overbooked, forwarding through them is not
recommended. Periodic probing can detect the recovery of the
neighbour and remove it from the excluded nodes list. Cause
3) nodes can be manually added to the excluded nodes list via
configuration for management purposes.
2) Earliest transmission opportunity: The earliest transmission opportunity or ET O is then computed based on the
volume already in queue (named applicable backlog volume
in [17], and here represented by vblog (B.p)). The applicable
backlog volume is defined as the sum of the EV Cs of
all bundles currently queued for transmission to the route’s
next node whose priority p is greater than or equal to that of
the bundle that is to be forwarded. For instance, in ION, the
local node learns about vblog (B.p) by inspecting the status
of the CLA used to reach the next node. To compute the
ET O, the adjusted start time tstart is first determined as either
the current time t or the start time of the first contact in the
route R.hops[0].start, whichever is later (line 4). tstart is the
earliest possible start time for the transmission of B, which
needs to be adjusted by the residual backlog already allocated
for R.next node (vblog (priority)). The residual backlog is
the portion of the applicable backlog affecting the route’s
first contact. These bundles will have to be transmitted in
R.hops[0] before transmission of bundle B can begin. To
compute the residual backlog, all contacts whose receiver is
the next hop node (R.next node), that have not ended and that
start earlier than the first hop (R.hops[0].start) are evaluated
(line 6). In simpler words, these are contacts that can at least
partially clear the applicable backlog volume before the route
R starts. The applicable prior contact volume (vprior ) that
each of these contacts can clear out of the backlog before
current time t is computed and accumulated (line 7). To this

Algorithm 5: Candidate Routes Construction

1

Data: Route List [RSD ], Bundle B, excluded nodes list
[En ], current node S, current time t
Result: Candidate route list [CSD ]
for route R ∈ [RSD ] do
/* 1) Basic checks */

2

3

if R.BDT > B.dline or R.next node ∈ [En ]
then
skip R
// bundle expires or node
excluded
/* 2) R.ETO computation and check */

4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11

tstart = max(t, R.hops[0].start)
vprior = 0
for C ∈ CP | C.src = S and
C.dst = R.next node and C.end > t and
C.start < R.hops[0].start do
vprior + = (C.end − max(t, C.start)) ∗ C.rate
tblog = max(0, vblog (B.p)−vprior )/R.hops[0].rate
ET O = tstart + tblog
if ET O > R.hops[0].end then
skip R
// first hop is overbooked
/* 3) R.PAT computation and check */

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

R.hops[0].f btx = ET O
for C ∈ R.hops[1 :] do
C.f btx = max(C.start, Cprev .lbrx)
C.lbtx = C.f btx + B.EV C/C.rate
C.lbrx = C.lbtx + C.owlt
R.P AT = R.hops[−1].lbrx
if R.P AT > B.deadline then
skip R
// arrival time later than
deadline
/* 4) R.EVL computation and check */

20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29
30

for C ∈ R.hops[] do
succmin end = min(C.end ∀ C ∈ R.hops[C :])
ef fstop = min(C.end, succmin end )
ef fdur = ef fstop − C.f btx
C.EV L =
min(ef fdur ∗ C.rate, C.M AV (B.p))
R.EV L = min(C.EV L ∀ R.hops[])
if R.EV L ≤ 0 then
skip R
// no volume left
if R.EV L ≤ B.size and B.f rag = F alse then
skip R
// no volume for whole bundle
[CSD ] ← R

end, the applicable start time of the contact is set to the current
time t if the contact started before the forwarding phase.
The residual backlog volume affecting R’s first hop can be
obtained by subtracting the volume accumulated in vprior from
the applicable backlog volume (vblog (B.p)). The time shift
(termed backlog lien in [17]) imposed by the residual backlog
volume is then computed (tblog , line 8) and used to determine
the ETO under current queuing conditions considering the
bundle priority (line 9). In order to declare R a potential route,
the obtained ETO must not be later than the end of R’s first
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hop (line 10).
3) Projected arrival time: Based on the ETO computations,
the projected arrival time or P AT of the bundle can be
obtained. ETO is used as the first byte transmission time of
R’s first hop (C.f btx, line 12); subsequent contacts in the path
can then be considered (line 13). The f btx of each subsequent
contact in the route is set to the contact’s start time or the previous contact’s last byte arrival time (Cprev .lbrx), whichever
is greater. This is roughly equivalent to computing the ETO for
each hop in the route path, assuming that forwarding at each
node can begin as soon as the full bundle (i.e., last byte) has
been received5 . The time required to transmit the bundle on
the channel is then calculated (B.EV C/C.rate) and used to
compute the last byte transmission time of the current contact
(C.lbtx, line 15). The last byte reception time for the contact
indicates the point in time at which the bundle is expected to
be completely received at the next hop node (line 16). Finally,
the C.lbrx of the last contact in the path is the projected arrival
time of the bundle (line 17). If P AT is greater than the bundle
deadline B.deadline, the route must be ignored (line 18).
4) Effective volume limit: Based on the PAT timing
results, the effective volume limit of the route R.EV L can
be determined and evaluated. For this purpose, each contact
C on the route is examined (line 20) to compute its individual
effective volume limit, as follows. First, the minimum end
time among all of C’s successor contacts (succmin end , line
22) is determined. Then the latest moment at which data can
be transmitted from C, termed the contact’s effective stop time,
is set to succstop or the current contact end time, whichever is
less (line 22). The contact’s effective start time is the contact’s
first byte transmission time C.f btx. The contact’s effective
duration - the interval during which data transmitted from
C can potentially reach the destination node - can then be
computed as the difference between effective stop time and
effective start time (line 23). The contact’s effective volume
limit (C.EV L) is the maximum volume of data that can
be transmitted during such period, or the available volume
for priorities equal or greater than p in C (C.M T V (B.p)),
whichever the less (line 24). The route volume limit is then
determined as the lowest value of EVL among all contacts in
the path (line 24). In the case that R.EV L is depleted (that
is, not greater than zero), the route is ignored (line 26). Even
if R.EV L is not depleted, if R.EV L is less than the size of
the bundle and the bundle cannot be fragmented then the route
must be ignored (line 28).
All routes that passed the 1) basic, 2) ET O, 3) P AT and
4) EV L validations are considered candidate routes for the
destination (line 30). If the resulting list contains no candidate
routes and the routing approach is dynamic, the calculation
of new routes (i.e., a new call to Yen’s algorithm) should
take place. If no candidate routes were found and either the
route calculation is static or dynamic route calculation fails to
5 It is worth mentioning that we (and ION) assume that the queuing status
of remote nodes is not available, as timely access to such information cannot
be guaranteed in a DTN. Note, though, that works such as [67], [68], [94]
have exploited this knowledge at forwarding time in non-delayed networks to
affect the computation of effective transmission times of the bundle at remote
nodes.
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Figure 12. Illustration of parameters computed in Alg. 5. Applicable backlog
is the total volume in queue at current time, while residual backlog is the part
of that volume affecting the current route. Bundle transmission time is the
time needed to transmit the whole bundle on the channel. These parameters
are needed to evaluate the route considering bundle size and queue status.

identify a new route, then no valid route has been found in
the forwarding stage and the bundle cannot be forwarded.
Example. Fig. 12 illustrates the parameters computed in
Alg. 5 for an example route R. Assuming C.rate = 1 ∀ C ∈
R.hops, the applicable backlog for B.priority is 6, from
which 4 corresponds to a previous contact and 2 is the
residual backlog affecting the route first hop (R.hops[0]). The
resulting R.ET O is thus 8s, which is less than R.hops[0].end
indicating the route meets the initial condition. If B.size = 2,
its transmission time is 2 for all contacts with rate = 1 and the
R.P AT results 17s (R.hops[2].lbrx). This is the maximum
bundle deadline allowable through this route. Finally, R.EV L
is the lowest C.EV L, which in this case is 4, limited by
R.hops[0]. Indeed, R.hops[0].volume = 6, but a residual
backlog of 2 should imply a C.M T V = 2 and C.EV L = 4.
Bundles larger than 4 can be transmitted via this route if and
only if fragmentation is enabled.
ION. In ION, bundles for which no candidate routes can be
found are placed in a limbo list. The limbo list is a memory
space where bundles can be stored with the expectation that a
future contact plan update will provide valid routes. To meet
the Bundle Protocol specification and avoid congestion issues,
bundles in the limbo are deleted when their expiration times
are reached.
B. Route Selection and Enqueuing
When the candidate route list for a destination contains
multiple routes, the best candidate is defined as the route with
the smallest value of projected arrival time (P AT ) among all
candidate routes. If several routes in the candidate route list
offer the same P AT , then the one with the fewest contacts
(hops) is selected among them. If tied, the route with latest
termination time (end of tx win) is selected. Finally, the route
with the smallest first hop node number is selected if all other
conditions are equal.
If the best candidate route’s effective volume is less than the
size of the bundle (R.EV L(p) < B.EV C) and anticipatory
fragmentation is allowed and available, then the bundle may be
fragmented at the local node. In this case the first fragment’s
payload is the portion of the bundle payload that results in a
fragmentary bundle size that is no greater than the route’s
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VII. T RENDS O UTLOOK
The CGR framework presented here, comprising planning,
route search, route management, and forwarding, has been
shown to be capable of managing the routing of DTN bundles
in a delayed and disrupted space network in concrete practical
applications. However, we can imagine improvements in CGR
scalability and resilience.
A. Scalability
Throughout the text we have alluded to the processingconstrained on-board computers (OBC) used in most spacecraft. Although high-performance COTS computing hardware
is being evaluated for use in spacecraft, the electrical power
available for flight computers is limited and dissipation of
the heat generated by powerful processors is difficult in the
vacuum of space. Additionally, the hostile radiation environment above Earth’s atmosphere results in frequent single-bit
upsets that are especially troublesome for machines operating

CGR route search run time in Nanomind OBC
120

100

80

Time [s]

available volume (B.size = R.EV L(p)), and the second
fragment, containing the remainder of the bundle’s payload,
should be forwarded through a different route.
If the bundle is flagged as a critical (B.critical), then a
copy of this bundle should be enqueued for transmission to
every neighboring node (to node) in the candidate route list.
In the example list of Table V, a critical bundle from A to
E would be copied twice and forwarded via C, B and E,
with best-case delivery times of BDTC = 3, BDTB = 4 and
BDTE = 11.
Notionally, the bundle being forwarded will be enqueued in
the transmission buffer allocated to the next node marked
in the selected route, a neighbor in the topology of the
network. An alternative approach is to enqueue the bundle
being forwarded in a transmission buffer more specifically
allocated to the initial contact in the the selected route, to
guarantee that the bundle is sent through the right contact
despite possible contention from other locally or remotely
sourced traffic [54].
Whenever a bundle B is enqueued for transmission via a
particular route, the C.M AV (p) of all contacts in that route,
for that bundle’s level of priority p and every lower level of
priority, needs to be reduced by B.EV C. This will affect the
EV L of all future candidates routes using these contacts (see
volume modeling discussion in Section III).
In the enqueuing process, a bundle may be assigned to a
route that is already fully subscribed by bundles of lower
priorities. This is an oversubscription, which will cause some
low priority bundles in the queue to miss their contact to
accommodate higher priority bundles. The procedure by which
these bumped bundles are handled is known as overbooking
management [78]. Overbooking management takes care of
quickly and efficiently re-forwarding the bumped bundles
through alternative candidate routes that have enough effective
volume for their (lower) priority level.
Finally, when a contact does not occur as expected, bundles
need to be reforwarded by means of a procedure that is similar
to the aforementioned overbooking management.
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Figure 13. CGR route search (Alg. 1) run time in GomSpace’s Nanomid
A712C on-board computer with Free RTOS clocking at 10 MHz (implemented
in C language). The contact plan corresponds to a Walker constellation of
12 satellites, 10 ground stations, and 100 ground spots for a duration of
24 hrs. [87]. Results are averaged among traffic from all ground sites to
a mission control center reachable through any of the ground stations. The
number of contacts considered ranges from 1 to 1400, at which point the
OBC’s 2MB of static RAM are exhausted. Courtesy of the Argentinian Space
Agency (CONAE, Unidad de Formación Superior).

on high-frequency clocks [108]. The plot in Fig. 13 shows
the execution time of the CGR route search routine as a
function of contact plan size on a commercial nano-satellite
OBC. The execution time reaches several dozens of seconds
on realistic contact plans with a few hundreds of contacts.
This computational cost is in agreement with the complexity
analysis presented in Section IV and the results published
in [83]. While software optimizations might mitigate this
problem somewhat, adaptations that would enable CGR to
scale up to larger networks over extended time-horizons should
be explored.
Hierarchical inter-regional routing: Hierarchical interregional routing (HIRR), proposed in [85], [86], aims at reducing the scope of route computation by limiting the topology
knowledge provided to each DTN node in the network - in
other words, reducing the contact plan size. In order to control
the routing computation effort, the network can be divided into
multiple regions as illustrated in Fig. 14. A region is defined as
the set of all BP nodes that are either the senders or receivers
of all contacts in some single contact plan; the size of the
contact plan necessarily limits the size of the region. A region
is thus a bounded sector of network topology; it might also
correspond to some bounded sector of geographical space, but
this is not required. Just as each node is required to have a
unique identifier within the network, so too must each region
be uniquely identified with the network. Regions nest. A given
node is always a member of at least one region (termed the
node’s home region) and may additionally be a member of the
region that encompasses the node’s home region (the node’s
outer region). Note that a given node might be cited either
as a receiver or as a sender in the contacts of the contact
plan that defines a region of which it is a member. When the
contact plan indicates that a node N can receive bundles as a
member of region A and transmit those bundles as a member
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of region B, and vice versa, N is termed the passageway
node between regions A and B; the contacts that enable this
traffic flow between regions A and B are termed vents. The
advantage of hierarchical inter-regional routing is that each
node sees only the contact plans describing the connectivity
of the region(s) of which it is a member; contact plan storage
requirements are small and the scope of CGR computation is
sharply constrained, yet the size of the network is unlimited.
A bundle that is destined for another node in the source node’s
own region is routed to that node by CGR; a bundle that
is destined for a node is another region is routed via CGR
to the passageway node that is a member of the destination
region (and thence to the destination node by CGR) - or is
a member of a region from which the bundle can ultimately
be routed to the destination region by these same mechanisms.
An initial inter-region routing algorithm was proposed in [85],
and an auto-discovery approach was described in [86]. Further
evaluation, potential optimization, and efficient region design
procedures motivate further research efforts in this important
domain.
B. Resilience
Standard contact graph routing rests on relatively relaxed
modeling assumptions such as linear volume annotations, estimated bundle volume consumption (B.EV C), and averaged
contact capacity approximations. Furthermore, the communication opportunities that arise in real time may not exactly
follow the plan: divergences might be introduced by inaccuracies in the predictions at the planning stage, by unexpected
interference, or by node failure. New, unplanned contacts
might be established opportunistically as nodes come into
unanticipated proximity. Also, distributed CGR can result in
sub-optimal forwarding because not all nodes will have access
to the same information regarding contact volume allocations.
For these reasons, research into adaptations that would make
CGR more resilient to deviations from its predictions is important. Specifically, making CGR resilient implies (i) considering
probability in the uncertain components of the procedure and
(ii) efficiently reacting to unexpected opportunistic events.
Uncertain contacts: Early reliability studies indicated that
CGR was able to react to divergence from contact plans by
late bundle reforwarding [87], [88]. Heuristic improvements to
routing in DTN under uncertain contact plans were introduced
in [89], where alternative CGR metrics and copy-based forwarding were explored. In particular, considering hops count
with respect to P AT proved to increase the delivery ratio. As
a result, a dual-copy CGR variant proposed to send one copy
of the bundle through the route with best P AT and another
through the one with less hops, but these were early efforts
outperformed by proper formalism as discussed below.
Another approach is to assume that each contact’s start and
end times are probability distributions rather than known time
values. Fig. 15 illustrates both cases.
Recent studies have proposed formal methods to model
these probabilistic routing and copy-based forwarding questions [90]. The probabilistic contact plan may be modeled as
a Markov Decision Process (MDP), from which optimal copybased routing policies can be obtained [91].
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node 11 has a bundle destined for node 61 (region F), 1) Inter-RR is used
to identify a trans-regional route and a valid passageway node in region A
(node 10), and 2) CGR is used to find a route to the passageway.
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estimation. The parameters of computed routes can be affected by these
inaccuracies; even entire routes can be rendered invalid.
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Opportunistic Contacts: While in considering uncertain
contacts we deal with the problem of inaccuracy in computation based on scheduled contacts, the problem of opportunistic
contacts arises from the discovery of non-scheduled contacts,
potentially with new neighbor nodes. In other words, there
is a learning and prediction strategy in opportunistic CGR
(OCGR), as presented in [82]. The process starts with the
recording in a contact log, at each node, of the start and
end times and volume of all discovered contacts. Contact
logs are exchanged between neighboring nodes when contacts
(whether scheduled or discovered) begin. Contact prediction
can then be performed for each snd, rcv pair in the updated
contact log. Prediction involves the computation of mean and
standard deviation of the duration both of contacts and of the
gaps between contacts. A base confidence B value is obtained
based on the standard deviation, and a new predicted contact
Cnew for the snd, rcv pair is added to the CP . Cnew .start
is set to current time tcurr , and Cnew .end = tcurr + telog ,
where telog is the earliest applicable entry in the contact log
for the sender/receiver pair. The predicted transmission rate
for the new contact is the sum of the volumes of all applicable
log entries, divided by Cnew duration. Also, the contact is
configured with a net confidence Cconf = 1 − (1 − B)N ,
where N is the number of applicable entries in the log (net
confidences of scheduled contacts remains always 1). This
enables a route R to exhibit a route confidence Rconf that
is the product of the computed confidences for all contacts in
that route. When a bundle is forwarded through R, its delivery
confidence is incrementally increased by Rconf and, unless a
predetermined threshold is reached, another copy is created
for future forwarding.
Both uncertain and opportunistic CGR variants are recent
research and must be considered preliminary. Room for improvement is considerable, making CGR resilience one of the
most interesting research areas in delay-tolerant networking.
VIII. C LOSING R EMARKS
The fundamental problem of DTN is simply to maximize the
volume of data that can be delivered to its destination in timely
fashion through a network characterized by lengthy round-trip
times. Solutions to that problem have multiple dimensions,
but one of the most important is routing: how to best decide
whether or not - and if so, when - to forward a copy of a given
bundle to a given topologically adjacent node. While a very
wide range of strategies for DTN routing have been proposed
and studied, Contact Graph Routing is the only one that has
been shown to be effective in network communications beyond
Earth orbit. CGR is complex in order to accommodate the
constraints imposed by the space environment, but that very
complexity suggests that many opportunities for improving the
algorithms remain. We expect research on this challenging
topic to continue. To this end, we highlight possible axes
on which research could extend the state-of-the-art frontier
of routing in space networking.
(i) Devise efficient strategies to update route tables without
a full pruning of the table after the contact plan is updated.
(ii) Perform an in depth quantitative comparison of the
centralized and distributed routing approaches.

(iii) Derive estimations of the numbers of routes to be computed for each source-destination pair in centralized routing.
(iv) Study the trade-off between accuracy and processingmemory resources in linear and list volume modeling.
(v) Integrate opportunistic and uncertain CGR into a unified
routing framework fitting space and ground networks.
(vi) Develop effective region operations methods for CGR,
including region definition and self-learning approaches.

A PPENDIX
C APACITY-O RIENTED S EARCH
In cases where the Dijkstra algorithm (see Section IV) is
requested to obtain a route for a particular bundle B, the
parameters of that bundle can be considered in the computation. However this is not standard CGR, where information
pertaining to B is only available at the forwarding stage (see
Section VI of the algorithm and not before. Since bundlesensitive CGR goes beyond what is implemented in ION [15]
and documented in the SABR specification [17], it is discussed
separately in this appendix.
In some implementations, the CGR route search can be
triggered for a specific bundle B. If this is the case, the overall
search algorithm can be adapted to filter contacts based on the
parameters of B. In particular, B.EV C and B.p can be used
to condition the CRP (Alg. 2) as discussed below. On the one
hand, in line 10 of Alg. 2, an extra volume check can be added
in the ’if’ statement. Instead of just checking that the contact
retains some non-zero capacity for bundles of the lowest priority (C.M AV (0) = 0), B.EV C and B.p can further constrain
the disqualification condition ((C.M AV (B.p) < B.EV C)).
This simple check is applicable for any bundle for which
fragmentation is disabled (B.f rag = F alse); for a bundle that
can be fragmented, we instead check M AV (p) > 100Bytes
indicating that at least a fragment of the bundle can be
allocated to the contact. By this means, every contact with
too little volume to convey bundle B will be skipped during
the Dijkstra search. Moreover, the arrival time variable in
line 16 in Alg. 2 can be affected by the time required to
transmit bundle B, much as in the computation done in the
forwarding stage. Specifically, line 16 could be replaced by
arr time+ = C.owlt + owltmgn + (B.EV C/C.rate), where
(B.EV C/C.rate) is the total time required to transmit bundle
B given the contact’s asserted transmission data rate.
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